In Noisy Fields: Interference and Equivocality in the Sonic Legacies of Information Theory I discuss how noise causes interferences within disciplinary fields. I understand noise to be more than positive revolutionary potential or negative disruption; instead, noise functions equivocally, possessing aspects of each pole in varying degrees. Considering noise as a material-discursive phenomenon, I trace its intersections with sonic practices and information theory. Noise was key to early debates surrounding information theory, and I examine some situations that provide alternative formulations. I then trace the interrelationships between information theory, noise and early electronic music in the 1950s, outlining how artistic experiences necessitated new information theories. Considering the confluence of sound and information in finance, I show how noise is on one hand understood as a potential monetary source while ultimately confounding attempts at capture. I turn to the nexus of speech, the voice and noise to consider situations of parrhesia via noisy interferences within social systems through the activity of robotic performing objects. Finally, I listened to the electronic vocal manipulations of Maja Ratkje and Holly Herndon to consider a micropolitics of the noisy voice. In sum, I show how analyzing noise requires a transdisciplinary approach that traces the complicated dynamics of its interferences. © Nicholas A. Knouf Nicholas A. Knouf: <nak44@cornell.edu>. Ph.D. diss., Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, U.S.A., 2013 . Nicholas Knouf, Noisy Fields, screenshot, 2012 
lAnguAges of RussiAn AnD chinese nARRATive viDeo ART

Victoria Marchenkova
Narrative in video art is defined by synchronous art movements and structures of modern and postmodern literature. Video as medium is influenced by existing narrative structures. A researcher should synthesize strategies of contemporary art interpretation and film semiotics to analyze narrative video art pieces.
Moscow Conceptualism and Neoacademism influenced Russian narrative video art (Boris Yukhananov, Kirill Preobrazhenskiy, Yuriy Leiderman, Chto Delat, AES+F, etc.). Chinese narrative video art (Wu Wenguang, Wang Jianwei, Yang Fudong, Cao Fei, etc.) is connected with the iconography of Socialist realism, mass and traditional cultures. It is conceptually accessible to the masses. The image of a new subject has appeared inside this movement. This subject was formed by political and sociocultural changes of the end of the 1980s.
I single out two formal strategies in Russian video art. The first is connected with the process of dissolving inside of a social context. Subjects of this type of video express themselves in aesthetic choices. The second is based on inclusive strategy, "fluxes" and aesthetic mixing. The main strategy of Chinese artists is representation of contradictions between individual wishes and a social system.
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